"Congratulations for getting off to such a fantastic start with DX NEWS!" (Bruce Reynolds, Warrensburg, MO)

ON THE INSIDE
- Radio Components Course - Radio Nederland
- Chicago-area Get-together
- Clipping Corner
- Vories

NEW MEMBERS
- Erik Sheer, 314 Zephyr, Ottawa, Ontario, K2D 5Z8, CANADA
  Fred Osterman, 436 N. Forest Rd., Williamsville, N.Y. 14221 (rejoins)
- George Hudak, Jr., 941 Sherwood Lake Dr., Apt. 44, Schererville, IN 46375
  Jack Wyatt, 1520 Brauman Lane, Apt. 56, San Jose, CA 95118 (rejoins)
  V. Powell, 271 Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10024
- Victor Orlando, 1711 Robinson Ave., Havertown, PA 19083
- Richard J. Moenack, 75 Sumner Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15202
- Chris A. Abercrombie, 3220 Apple - Apt 10, Lincoln, NE 68503
- Richard C. Moody, 49 Gleason Rd., Northampton, MA 01060
- Paul W. Fiddick, 3955 N. Farwell, #7, Milwaukee, WI 53211

WELCOME to the NRC, folks, we hope you'll report to all of our sections soon, and especially to Musings, where introductions will be in order.

RENEWALS....

Clements, Drueak, Bay, Courtney, Cook, Birlingmair, Riddick, Critchett, Freeman, Hostettler, Meyhew.

NOTES &c FROM NJFPC....

From the looks of the above, our membership is really climbing now, as we show a net gain of about 20 members to date in just over two months.

It begins to look as though the Post Office will indeed raise rates to 10¢ per ounce for 1st class and 13¢ per ounce for Airmail, all about January 5th. As soon as the official announcement is made, we'll be forced to begin the incredibly tedious process of re-computing all members' expiration dates backward by two issues to cover the costs of the increase, which amounts to 80¢ per member, or about 2 issues, since we're actually making an increase of $1.00. The difference will go to cover increases in paper costs which will be applicable when it comes time to renew our printing contract in September. Additionally, we have sent letters to all of our members who have been receiving DX NEWS by Third Class Mail, informing them that we are losing money on Third Class memberships while they are losing prompt delivery. We will therefore be prorating our Third Class Members to bring them up to our new First Class rates. Members who have renewed...
Ervin joins McIntire cause

WASHINGTON — Sen. J. Ervin, Jr., (DN.C.), for terminating the FCC's "fairness doctrine" run afoul of the first amendment. Ervin called on the FCC to take the case on the merits and nevermind the first amendment. He added, "This is not an absolute right to speak. It is a right to be heard." His amendment to strike the FCC's "fairness doctrine" had been blocked by the Senate floor. Box 127. Boonton, N.J. 07005
international dx digest

Phone 703 - 354 - 2135 before 2200 E.U.T. * All Times Are GMT * Deadlines Saturday

ANGUILLA - Radio Anguilla, The Valley will run a DX Program for NNRG on 2/28/76, from 0130-0330 E.S.T. No details at this time on the type of programming that will be used. Report to R.D. Dunlop, Director. This station ran a DX several years ago that was fairly well heard on the East Coast. Info from Bob Lucier/NNRG.

New stations, changes, skeds, etc.....

CEBUA (Spanish Morocco) - Radio Cebta uses 1106 kHz not 1520 kHz as listed. Sked is 0700-0030 daily. Address is C. Virgilio Caste, No. 1, 1st. (DSWCI)

INDIA (Kashmir) - Radio Kashmir is operating as follows: Stringer A - 1120 kHz, 20 kw. 0100-1234 Stringer C - 1490 kHz, 1 kw. 0100-1734 Jammu - 990 kHz, 50 kw. 0100-0400, 0530-0934 and 1200-1734 And lots of luck to you all..... (DSWCI)

INTERNATIONAL WATERS - Radio Caroline/Atlantic/Seagull is off the air again due to antenna problems. Just before the antenna broke they had been using 1185-6 kHz resulting in a bad het w/porby. Also carriers detectable every 9 kHz resulting in a bad het. Info from Ebb.

U.S.S.R. - The following USSR information comes from Arctic Radio Club's member behind the Iron Curtain, via Gordon Nelson.

5SR - Yakutsk, Sakhalistan; both Mayak 560 - Far East station; Program 1A 575 - N. Siberia, Irkutsk, Astrakhan, Komolomka-na-Amur, Babarak; all Mayak 690 - Magadan, program 1A 800 - Chita, program 1B 827 - Kyzyl, program 1C 998 - Ashbolab, II is here, ex 375 kHz 1016- Kemerovsk 1120- New Far East station; new eastern Siberian; both Mayak 1151 - Ural area, perhaps Sverdlovsk; heard in Sweden 1277 - Rybinshev,insk, Ulyanovsk; all program 3 1538- Simferopol with Mayak 1562- Third Program off

Now some material from broadcasting.

ALASKA - KPRB-900 has applied for a CP to change frequency to 820 kHz. This has been turned down several times before but they are trying again.

PIERRO RICO - WQUO-1360, Dumuy has been granted a CP to change from 1000 D3 to 1000-500 W. ** New station at Barcelona on 1160 kHz requests WIDL. *** In initial decision the FCC has granted a new station on 84.0 kHz, 250 W in Tabasco to James Calderon. Address on CP is 13 Villa Rica, Tabasco. This was announced on 11-2a.

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS - In initial decision on 8-27, FCC granted a new station on 1090 kHz with 500 watts at Fredericksted, St. Croix. I have not seen any final grant of this CP and there was a competing application for a station in Puerto Rico.

GUAM - On 1-8-73 there was a application filed for a new station at Agana to operate on 540 kHz with 10000 watts. This is just a application and as far as I know no action has been taken yet.

And now, what's actually being heard.

- ST KITTS X12 Bassterre heard at 0130 on 11/16 w/baseball game in U.S. Some fading but readability good. (Kauf)
- MEXICO XEPI Chihuahua, Chih., 11/26 1218-1240 w/"Aca en el Norte" show of nortena and ranchera mix. No signal heard. Big signal. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEKB La Voz de la Region Carbonifera, Sabinas, Coah. 11/20 0059-0110 with plug for "40 Minutos" at 10 PM local time, a news show // to XEKB,
- MEXICO XEKB and one on 1330 kHz. (Gleason)
- VENEZUELA TVH Radio Girardot, Maracaibo 11/25 w/a series of Radio Girardot ID's mixed in with a series of amts, atop several other IAs at 0330+ w/WSM also a pip/het/blurb of audio from someone on 649.5, no ID possible. Who? (Mundus)
- SPANISH SAHARA (Tentative) Probably the one hrd 11/26 1218-1240 etc... maybe more ID's here. (Gleason)
- MARGARITAVILLE XEIS Radio Girardot, Maracaibo 11/25 w/a series of Radio Girardot ID's mixed in with a series of amts, atop several other IAs at 0330+ w/WSM also a pip/het/blurb of audio from someone on 649.5, no ID possible. Who? (Mundus)
- MEXICO XEPI Radio Favorita, Guasave, Sin. 11/20 0021-0040 w/Baseball commentary show for Winter League El. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEKB Chihuahua, Chih. "Radio Ranchito" 11/21 0139-0200 w/ranchera mix, "90's Budi Ranchito" jingle after all records. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEKB Tijuana, B.C. Radio Variedades loud over XEKW w/loop 11/25 at 01120 w/ranchera MoR, a la XEKB-1030. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEKB Ciudad Juarez noted 11/26 0733-0802 w/Art Laboe and His Oldies Show. Well stop till 0739 when P2B s/om, then topping XEM in P2B null, no doubt on aux. (Mundus)
- MEXICO XEKB Ciudad Juarez noted 11/26 0733-0802 w/Art Laboe and His Oldies Show. Well stop till 0739 when P2B s/om, then topping XEM in P2B null, no doubt on aux. (Mundus)
- MEXICO XEKB Ciudad Juarez noted 11/26 0733-0802 w/Art Laboe and His Oldies Show. Well stop till 0739 when P2B s/om, then topping XEM in P2B null, no doubt on aux. (Mundus)
- MEXICO XEKB Ciudad Juarez noted 11/26 0733-0802 w/Art Laboe and His Oldies Show. Well stop till 0739 when P2B s/om, then topping XEM in P2B null, no doubt on aux. (Mundus)
Wan A Spanish station behind. (Dangerfield) Soft rock, probably EMB, U.S., 11/20 1130-1200, with a couple of local spots.

Noteworthy only in that first TA logging in several weeks what seemed to be a return of some Emas. Atop a second Peak FAK 64 (hungerfield?) Probably, most of the time, good signal at times, no sign of WHAS. Cuban finally took over for good around 2400. Also 11/20, 2200-2300 E/monsoon sw/rock and ID as "La M-18-Cuba". (Gleason)

1065-1900 VELA Tropical music in San Luis Colorado, Sonora 0039-0050 11/24 with tropical music. Slogan new. (Gleason)

This is operated by the Universidade Autonoma de Sinaloa, Hear 11/24 0100-0130 on radiomar for medical lots of anti-establishment talk. (Gleason)

Signals very strong and killing frequency 11/20 1017-1030, still good at 1100. Navy info and Public Service Announcements. (Schiller)! Signals very strong and killing frequency 11/20 1017-1030, still good at 1100. Navy info and Public Service Announcements. (Schiller)! Signals very strong and killing frequency 11/20 1017-1030, still good at 1100. Navy info and Public Service Announcements. (Schiller)!

1098-1110 XEQX Radio Mexico, Mexico 0140-0155 "on the air", lots of ads.

Mix is soft rock. (Gleason)

This is operated by the Universidade Autonoma de Sinaloa, Hear 11/24 0100-0130 on radiomar for medical lots of anti-establishment talk. (Gleason)

1098-1110 XEQX Radio Mexico, Mexico 0140-0155 "on the air", lots of ads.

Mix is soft rock. (Gleason)

This is operated by the Universidade Autonoma de Sinaloa, Hear 11/24 0100-0130 on radiomar for medical lots of anti-establishment talk. (Gleason)

1098-1110 XEQX Radio Mexico, Mexico 0140-0155 "on the air", lots of ads.

Mix is soft rock. (Gleason)

This is operated by the Universidade Autonoma de Sinaloa, Hear 11/24 0100-0130 on radiomar for medical lots of anti-establishment talk. (Gleason)
VERIFICATIONS

- DOMINICAN REPUBLIC H1AN Radio Quiqueyana, Santiago sent interesting letter. Sigre Jose Ovidio Coste Matos, Sub-Administrador Gral. Also a pc of Parque Durte. (Stone)
- MEXICO XECD Los Nobsit sent letter, sig illegible. Box 965. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEDT sent very letter, gives sked as 6 AM - 7 PM all year. From Julio Sales Rosales. Ave. Juarez 635 Pte. (Gleason)
- ISMEL Specific QSL country #114 verified. (Dangerfield)
- MEXICO XEBU "Sa S-S" Apdo. 1640, Mexico4 sent letter from A. Maldonado Zócalo, Mexico. Affiliated w/XED-1050 and XED-1700. (Gleason)
- MEXICO XEBR letter from Jesus Manuel Serrano Quinones, Ave. Centenario No. 26, Santa Barbara. (Gleason)

SEDONE or more pages of DDXD.

VERIFICATIONS

- MEXICO XEAB Radio Mexican, Monterrey, N.L. 11/26 1140 1200 w/ranchera mex, announcing "XEAB, Radio Mexican," 1590 kcs., 5 mil watts de potencia, desde Monterrey, N.L., Mexico. (Gleason) Not sure of correct freq as Dave shows both 1580 and 1590. I can't find it listed. New stn? (ED)
- MEXICO XEAB Radio Bavis, Esamada, B.C. 11/23 0150-0220 w/instrumental and lots of ads. (Gleason)
- PORTUGAL CSB-4 on top 0604 on 11/25. (Dangerfield)
- MEXICO XE2A Los Nobihi, Sin. "Ta Zeta" 11/22, 23, 24, 25 w/great signal, instrumental FM type mex, ID's in YL voice, 0200-0500. Asked for reports to Box 965 which is brand new, 1st week or so on the air. (Gleason)
- GERMANY FEDERAL REPUBLIC BR Munich 11/22 w/classical mx, mostly clear, but w/more than usual fading, 0430+ WWRL splatter made things appear worse than it really would have been. Too. (Sundstrom)
- UNM Orchestra mex w/a man and woman talking a foreign tongue between songs. At least 1600 because could hear stns clearly but this station came in very clear w/occasional fading, 2300-2315. At 2315 man said "Radio an," What could this possibly be? I also get a SS stn here also. (Kauf) Most likely is the one listed above. No SS station has been reported on this frequency by my knowledge. (ED)

VERIFICATIONS

- MEXICO XECD Radio Mexican, Monterrey, N.L. 11/26 1140 1200 w/ranchera mex, announcing "XEAB, Radio Mexican," 1590 kcs., 5 mil watts de potencia, desde Monterrey, N.L., Mexico. (Gleason) Not sure of correct freq as Dave shows both 1580 and 1590. I can't find it listed. New stn? (ED)
- MEXICO XEAB Radio Bavis, Esamada, B.C. 11/23 0150-0220 w/instrumental and lots of ads. (Gleason)
- PORTUGAL CSB-4 on top 0604 on 11/25. (Dangerfield)
- MEXICO XE2A Los Nobihi, Sin. "Ta Zeta" 11/22, 23, 24, 25 w/great signal, instrumental FM type mex, ID's in YL voice, 0200-0500. Asked for reports to Box 965 which is brand new, 1st week or so on the air. (Gleason)
- GERMANY FEDERAL REPUBLIC BR Munich 11/22 w/classical mx, mostly clear, but w/more than usual fading, 0430+ WWRL splatter made things appear worse than it really would have been. Too. (Sundstrom)
- UNM Orchestra mex w/a man and woman talking a foreign tongue between songs. At least 1600 because could hear stns clearly but this station came in very clear w/occasional fading, 2300-2315. At 2315 man said "Radio an," What could this possibly be? I also get a SS stn here also. (Kauf) Most likely is the one listed above. No SS station has been reported on this frequency by my knowledge. (ED)

VERIFICATIONS

- MEXICO XE2A Los Nobihi, Sin. "Ta Zeta" 11/22, 23, 24, 25 w/great signal, instrumental FM type mex, ID's in YL voice, 0200-0500. Asked for reports to Box 965 which is brand new, 1st week or so on the air. (Gleason)
- GERMANY FEDERAL REPUBLIC BR Munich 11/22 w/classical mx, mostly clear, but w/more than usual fading, 0430+ WWRL splatter made things appear worse than it really would have been. Too. (Sundstrom)
- UNM Orchestra mex w/a man and woman talking a foreign tongue between songs. At least 1600 because could hear stns clearly but this station came in very clear w/occasional fading, 2300-2315. At 2315 man said "Radio an," What could this possibly be? I also get a SS stn here also. (Kauf) Most likely is the one listed above. No SS station has been reported on this frequency by my knowledge. (ED)

VERIFICATIONS

- MEXICO XECD Radio Mexican, Monterrey, N.L. 11/26 1140 1200 w/ranchera mex, announcing "XEAB, Radio Mexican," 1590 kcs., 5 mil watts de potencia, desde Monterrey, N.L., Mexico. (Gleason) Not sure of correct freq as Dave shows both 1580 and 1590. I can't find it listed. New stn? (ED)
- MEXICO XEAB Radio Bavis, Esamada, B.C. 11/23 0150-0220 w/instrumental and lots of ads. (Gleason)
- PORTUGAL CSB-4 on top 0604 on 11/25. (Dangerfield)
- MEXICO XE2A Los Nobihi, Sin. "Ta Zeta" 11/22, 23, 24, 25 w/great signal, instrumental FM type mex, ID's in YL voice, 0200-0500. Asked for reports to Box 965 which is brand new, 1st week or so on the air. (Gleason)
810 KGO CA 11/19 heard 0100, female ID, AI sx, fades out 0103 then KCMO also w/ABC nx, much wanted (DS) Finally w/BCJ/KCMO w/tele-talk 0140 11/19 (JMP)

910 KULC OK former pest back after year's absence, 8-9 w/ steady w/truck driver nx 0245+ on 11/14 (JS)

820 WPNF MS 11/19 w/ET/TT and ID every minute 0418 (RX) PC?

930 WHEN MS 11/25 in clear 0245. AM-77 (JWP)

940 Unid ?? 11/12 ET/TT/DC noted 0231+ and 11/13 0155+, strong (JS)

CJGK Sa good 0500 on 11/20 (JWP)

950 WFOF NC atop freq 0630 11/25 (JWP)

860 WILF FL 11/19 w/WWFC 0122 while Eting w/TT (KDF)

0790 WWJO TX w/ET/TT 0530-0100+ (RJL) (Used to be SS mor, ckg)

870 CJRS KS may atop 0645 11/23 w/MP (JWP)

980 WNC DC 11/19 noted w/DC 0350-0304+ (JS) (Used to be KSC)

1070 UNID TX w/ET/TT 0530+ and CW about 0230, on top (GP)

860 KXK CA 11/16 noted 0240 in local TSAM call (GS) 11/12 strong 0350-0420 (GB)

1110 KDAM OK DX not heard, 1 KFAB atop LA QRM (JWP) 11/19 NNRC DX not heard 0350-0304 (TRS) No sign of it here either, all KFAM and SSers (JWP) (Anybody hear KDAM?)

Unid ?? It starts of GP DX time 11/19 0330 noted station with noise modulation, sounded like they were playing the versatile talk (DS) (Probably a Pink Floyd record- JWP)

860 WSLF TX 11/19 ET 0130 w/Dixie (JWP)

1130 WFXG CA w/BCJ about 800 Hz killing WHEN 0108-0215, no IDs (DS)

1150 WJON MN 11/19 w/WWFC 0605+ w/local nx (KDF)

8790 WGNW PA 11/19 ET 0130+ w/ENZ/TT 0300+ w/local nx (KDF)

860 CJRC KS 11/19 in good 0203+ w/FF, beeps between each item (RX)

1230 WHER IN w/ET/TT 0240 (KDF)

1260 KYAK IN 11/19 DX not heard 0330+ (TRS) No trace of DX (JWP)

Unid ?? Someone w/WWRC mentioned listeners all across the USA 0335 and 0309 on 11/19, was this KJAK? (JWP) Maybe- JS

1270 WZNN MI 11/13 NNRC not on per call to stations (TRS)

1290 WIRL IL 11/19 w/sport for WIRL Midnite Movie at local theatre 0339 even w/WHQ (GB)

860 DJK OK 11/20 good 0300 IDS at & qx (JWP)

Unid ?? 11/16 TT noted 0100-0115, WHON on top, no IDs noted (DS)

1280 WMOV IN w/ET/TT/DC 0500-0135, ID 0130 the above Unid (JWP)

920 WFBG PA 11/26 NM w/off 0300+ w/SSB, seems at 0530 (HWW)

1330 WYBC OK 11/13 noted 0230+ starting 0301 (KF)

860 UNID KS atop w/WHOT 11/19 following UPF record and gone (DS) ID thru mor How dare you call WHTU "mess" (JS)

1340 WTRX MN 11/26 0200, seemed to be RT (HWW)

930 WQUP IN 11/26 0130+ on-again and ID-again (HWW)

1350 KXWIL IN 11/12 noted 27+ starting 0801 (KF)

1360 WCHR PA 11/26 0130+ not just above above 0310-0320 WHOT? (JS)

1370 WIDT WI 11/16 tent. w/off 0100+ w/clear mention of WWU 105.3, then SSB, closest 1350 to WWNN but still 100 miles away (KDF)

980 WIZX PA 11/20 poor under QRN 0700-0705, ex-WORK (JWP)
I just hate people

1430 WWRI final w/ s/on 0600 on 11/18, into nx and Christopher

1390 WHDA MS w/ SID, tone call, and Ind 11/15 0217, apparent ET, WNUL

1380 WKIA ET 11/20 VHF/TV (KDF)

1440 WSGM ET 11/19 nd/ff weak 0159 w/SSB (DS)

1450 Unid ?? 11/26 0300-0305 local nx, many mentions of southern MI and mention of Midland area, WHLS? (HWB)

Unid ?? 11/26 on top w/spots for Pontiac, WHLS (JWB) Pontiac do the city or the car? WHLS heard frequently and well last year at my OTH (JS)

1460 KAO IL 11/9 good w/rr, temp and rr 0523-0330 (CGB)

WMBR IL 11/7 w/ET/TV/OE 0155, ID as 14-00 Jacksonville at 0149, way atop all (TRB)

WMSA PA 11/26 great on DX, started 0130, not listed 0100 (KJE)

barely readable w/QRM 0130-0200, good daytime here (JWB)

Weak noise on DX (HWB)

1470 WPAR PA is again AN w/rr, oldies, etc. 300th sked change for this station, noted AN 11/14 and every nite since as of 11/25 (JS)

May have changed again by the time you read this (JS)

*1480 WJBM IL 11/6 fair 0015 w/ET and ID on scheduled ET (KDF) Don't quite know what you mean by "scheduled ET", is it weekly, monthly? (JS)

1500 WMAX MI 11/19 again very loud ET 0153--0305+ (DS) 11/19 ET/TV 0211 thru mid gospel station (TRS) 11/12 strong ET/TV 0222 (KDF)

11/26 in clear during WSAR test 0145-0200 (JWB) Heard here 0135 w/rr, later big band mx, etc. 11/26 (HWB) Looks like he EDM every MM (JS)

1500 KSTP MN 11/26 noted w/ff 0330 after MoR, leg seq off 0400 (HWB)

CAJT BC weak last w/spots w/rr, featured many western Canada games plus national results 11/19, burst of TT 0302-0315

1520 WFTD OH will be going C&W on 12/1 w/WTUU calls (JS)

1500 WADD NY 11/15 strong ET/1000Hz TT and frequent IDs 0107-0116 (PRD)

1570 Unid ?? 11/22 strong ET/TV/OE 0240-0407, no IDs (JS)

1580 Unid ?? 11/16 strong ET/TV/OE 0220-0245, no ID (DS)

1590 WCRY NJ 11/19 good on ET/TV/OE/WT/TV 0235-0250, ID and off (DS)

1590 KUUL WA 11/19, a big surprise popping thru WARR once in awhile, KUUL ID taped 0110 (RS) I just hate people who hear things like KUUL !!! (JS)

1600 WFTN MN 11/19 noted 0001+ w/ET, ID 0006 then OC w/WARR w/excellent signal (TRS)

1600 WNEU WV regular SSB and SSS pest on ET 11/14 w/wh 0007-0020 w/WWAM

More reporters:

DS: Dave Schmid, New Castle, DE, HQ180, loop
GS: Gary Schnabl, Madison, WI, receiver unknown, SM-1
TS: Tom Sandstrom, Willingboro, NJ, HQ145, SM-1, W1X50, LW
BGK: George Kelley, Cambridge, MA, PU-2, looped
HNB: Wes Boyd, Girard, OH, HQ190, AltaZ loop
JS: Jerry Starr, Hubbard, OH, HQ190, 4-foot loop
NM: Nanook Nelson, Hudson Bay River, ON, Metcull RU-1-2

In view of the chance that the nation is returned to Daylight Time during the energy crisis, please remember to list all your listings in ELT only. By the time you read this, you will probably know if this bill has been passed.

Reporters who have not informed us of their equipment, please do so, only once is sufficient since a master list is kept here.

So much for this week, as our illustrious Musings editor would say, CUN-7. Uncle Wes and Dr. Jerry over and out. 73, HQ, it's all yours.....

The ONLY LOCAL RADIO STATION AND THE ONLY LICENSED COMMERCIAL RADIO STATION IN THE BRITISH ISLES.

Q.S.L.

M.F. POWER PATTERN

FREQUENCIES: 2232M (1295 KHz) DAYLIGHT
188M (1594 KHz) DARKNESS
912 MHz 89 MHz V.H.F., THROUGHOUT

PRESENT HOURS OF TRANSMISSION.......

THIS CONFIRMS YOUR RECEIPT REPORT DATED...
JAMES B. GRUTZMANN: 1103 North Street - Yreka, California - 96097

From 11/6-19 only one reception report has been sent to WGN-1400. Ind. heard from 3:144 EST to 3:55 PM. 11/16 and from 3:30-4:15 EST Sat. 11/17. Fortunes R Ge region station heard from here. No verifications have been received. Tues. 11/6 & 2:52 KDIA-550 Ore. w/def; on 11/19 at 3:144 EST - no ID heard possibly KDIA-550, on the old KDIA r/c time. 11/8/15 at 3:00, KDIA-550 was sending "No Signal" on 1500 kHz. 11/17/15 KDIA-550 is presumed to be the TTR on their r/c. KOFY-1330 a weaker PT during their r/c time. 11/9/15 at 3:00, KOFY-1330 is heard with a John's a la carte menu, not very strong. KDIF-1310, Barstow, Cal. testing 3:154-3:15 EST. Wed. 11/14, KDIF-1310 is the only one heard; no KLCO r/c. At 3:154 KDIF-1310, stack change from KDIF-1310, was the only station heard; no KMG 7/0, no KEGY. Sorry to report neither KFMY-1250 nor KWNB-1110 was heard on NW Specials. KYA & KHL were on 1250 est, 4th, then KYA alone. KFBK was an S-7, & KBSA case on 3:155 w/0 c.de. KFHB is a semi-local, & would be heard more if you checked. 11/9/15 this AM. From 4:45 to 5:05, WQWP-1300 Flint Mich. was on top; 11/15 @ 5. At 9:01, WQWP-1300 Twentytime Palms, Cal. n/on; not on for listed r/c @ 11:45. That is enough. Twenty lines is more than enough for weekly reports. Best wishes.

R. R. FORSK - 630 South Adirondac - Villa Park, Illinois - 60181

Hello again. WX has dropped some recently, but is still going strong. It seems CX for this season wasn't all that were supposed to be (as far away). The A-Index has only dipped to an extremely low level a couple of times. Highlights of early November were DX-10 in 11/20; 1350 kHz logged all five Texases on 1350 kHz on a regular basis, except KOKD, which was on only their r/c: 10-19 EST. If you need N.M. this appears to be your best bet. Yes, KNAT is MSP, heard here now every MM w/NN. I never thought I'd be bored about a pent from Arizona, hi; 11/12/15 was fairly good for me; three stations (KKCJ, WDBS-9400 Athens, 9400 kHz, and KDUL on 560 kHz) were mixing w/KBAM. I have been in contact with KQXK/KXUI/KXUI reception at his place, some 15 miles away, & I was set up w/sleepy heart, hi. My new SC list will be available in a week or so. Apologies go out to all those DXers who have been waiting for it for sometime. By no means is it as large as a Carl Mann or Frank Mullan list, but if you want a copy, let me know. 73.

MIC HAUSEY - WLYT - 3rd South Second Street - Little Falls, New York - 13365

I hope this new wx won't cause Jimie to tear up this Muskeg, but WLYT joined the ranks of the ANers as of 10/23. We're now 24 hours a day, except for Sunday night when we are w/def off @ 11 & resume @ 5 MM. The host of the AN Show is the same, no change in countries, & the appreciation of the show has been very good. I enjoyed attending the Country Music DJ Convention in Nashville Oct. & I met personnel from many stations, as well as several country performers. The shows were outstanding. I unexpectedly saw much town countieside, when the place developed problems, and the weather issues took place from Knoxiville to Nashville. WLYT-1300 is now MM from 4-7pm weekdays, progressive rock has returned from 10pm-12 weekends. A f/c day power (1 kW) was conducted 11/17. I had no warning - I'll try to find out the date & time of the next one. Don't send reports of any receptions to our CB, as he won't respond. Your best bet would be to send them to me. Our CB works at quite a few stations, AM, FM, & TV. Well, Mom wanted me to be a M.D., and now I am one - Music Director of WLYT. Congratulations to the N.J.P.C. for the fine job they're doing. 73.

DEADLINE EVERY THURSDAY. NO PERSONAL ADDRESSES TO INDIVIDUALS. DOUBLE SPACE!
DAVE FISCHER - G0DDI - Hickory, North Carolina

OC8KNN does verify! OC8KNN is very interested in reports of reception and also in tapes. As I have indicated in past issues of IX NDM, I am the IX Correspondent for OC8KNN and send out verifications in accordance with CE's instructions. I do not decide whether or not a report should be verified! Several things have delayed the processing of OC8KNN verifications in the past & a small number of t/ups has resulted. This situation has now corrected and prompt responses should be possible in the future. Some statistics: (OC8KNN went on ES in March 1972 @ 50 kHz d/a IM - ND-1 (U-2 = ERC) sked is 5am-midnight CST daily. To date 299 verifications from 32 states, five provinces, and New Zealand, as follows: Calif. 612, Wash. 19, New Zealand 17, Tex. 15, Maui, 11, Ala. 7, 8/C/O 5, Ill. 5, Mich. 5, Ohio 5, Va. 4, Kan. 4, Okla. 3, Sask. 3, Wis. 3, Ky. 2, Miss. 2, R/M. 2, New York 2, Hawaii, 1, Ind. 1, Minn. 1, N.D. 1, Ont. 1, S.D. Tenn. & Va., 1. Jim Petersen in R. is best E0NA DX - probably as tough as R-Z. Keep your dial on about 580 & let us hear tapes. IX TEST this season, we hope.

RIK B. SCHILLER - 1951 N.E. 26 Court - Lighthouse Point, Florida - 33064

Verifies in WW8A-1100 WW8G-1200 WW8K-1200 WW8L-2550 WW8M-1750, all v/f except WW8S, v/f. New loggings: 11/17 - WW8G-1050 3/10; 11/16 - exp-vest WW8K-1050 weak v/WW8K-9150. WW8M-1250 strong on ES 632-654/64. 11/20, an exceptionally clear morning & a thrill to hear AF2T-1340 Guantamano Bay, Cuba, completely dominating 517-521 & still audible @ 601 with "Uttamo Cleanup Days" and other assorted IX for military men there! Taking a cue from that, I found WW8F-730 Christensted atop 535-5340 with heavy SS QRM but I got a couple of local spots. 11/21 - Dec WW8M-1340 @ 5250, SS & AF2T mixing it on 1340. 11/22 - KJ1N-1200 "R. Zamba" (5000w) seemingly alone 434-447 v/church. WW8A-1500 AN 415-425 4.0 w/ vtv. WW8M-1410 AN 425-435 4.0 wtv. Unk QRP on 1050/1550, 300 w/sounds marches over & over 524-516, alas, no ID, reminiscent of an IX show - draw it. WW8M-1315 71555 in ES QRM, v/support for McIntyre. 11/22, Unit 1A, VHF 1340 adventures in the Middle Atlantic area 4109-5151. WW8A-1510 in a dogfight w/WW8Z (vmm, P/E after seven tries?) 631. I got home early as a little PM session. After WW8A-1500 s/off, WW8G mixing w/WW8S listen 5195's former 51552. WW8M-1500 s/off 5145. 11/24 - WW8K-1310 AN 425-435 4.8 wtv. WW8A-1320 v/f but not enough to portage WW8S-1200 v/mm 4545 WW8K-1200 chopped up by WW8C pretty badly @ 77-107, WW8A-1700 alone 710-716.

RICK CLARK - 1440 N.E. 31 Avenue - Lighthouse Point, Florida - 33064

Well, it's been a while since my last report, but not inactive in DXing. At the start of the season we've been DXing 26s & 20s. I now have total of 134 stations. John Shannon of Pittsburgh is the only IXer I know who likes this band. I would like to hear from other CW IXers. I met Ron Schiller this week and had a good meeting and it's nice to have someone in my part of the city for a change. In December, I planned to have a DX get-together at my place. Let the IXers in this part of Florida come to the meeting. Dates will be announced. 73.

RICK FORTIN - 630 South Ardmore - Villa Park, Illinois - 60181

With regards to the monitor station on 1250, the following information was in a program with 6ER's show "Papa's verite" with 15,000 people a day & night v/WW8 on WW8, 60 N of Boisemain. Offices are in the Civic Centre in Boisemain.

CRB is the sister station of CA8K-950 and CL8M-1250 in the Radio Southern Manitoba "network". One question: When did this station come on the air? A few months ago 8/1598 & I have been collecting QSOs & be glad to send you my latest list - some 300 different stations. IX has been only fair the last days of November, but I hope it will pick up soon. 73.

JOE FEA - 150 Robert Place - Plainfield, New Jersey - 07080

Greetings. It's been about ten months since my last report which indicates how much (ECB) DXing I have been doing. However, I have now resumed listening & I plan to be active until PM/FM starts up again in the Spring. Only one verie so far this season, a v/f plus assorted items from HKM-1020 for their TEST.

JOHN D. BARTWAY Sr. - 1912 Rebecca Drive - Champaign, Illinois - 61822

ES8N-150 10/32 pm, WW8S-1340 10/20 pm, WW8G-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm, WW8C-1200 10/20 pm.

K8M-1100 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8C-1100 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8N-1100 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8W-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8X-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8Y-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K8Z-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9P-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9Q-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9R-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9S-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9T-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9U-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9V-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9W-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.

K9X-1200 10/20 pm, WW8M-1200 10/20 pm.
Recent DX goes like this: 11/17- 5:00pm, WNNZ-1560 briefly atop the Jumble v/ID but nothing else. 514/4, WCWP-1050 s/off mentioning 59-3 FM, 5122, WZCN-1400 on top w/1400/1560 kHz. 5/20-1560 kHz in the Cards, 1250 kHz, 1260 kHz, 2/15-1560 kHz in the Cards, 98-1 kHz. Nothing new of great interest here at night to be somewhat of a past. 5/25-1560 kHz, WZCN-1560 s/off (finally - this one has eluded me for my 18 yrs of DXing up to now). 5/26 s/off WJZK-1590 & WTNZ-1570. 11/25-1590 kHz w/off WJAM-500, 5/10, WJZK-1590 w/6 kHz down on the group w/apparent s/off 5/14. 5/25 s/off WAUK-1050 (kinda weak w/WLM) 5/34 WAFI-1070 very strong w/1560 kHz. WJZK-1590 w/off WJAM-1560 kHz. WZCN-1560 kHz. No particular pattern to the wx. 11/25-5/12 s/off WJAM-1570 very good, 5/18 WJZK-1590 Fair w/Garden City (Co.) ads, 5/24. A Fla. on of 1570 but seemed to be WTVB so not copied. 5/26 s/off 1410 kHz which had to be WZC (they mentioned 5,000kHz which is needed. 5/26 s/off WJZK-1570 on top. 5/32 s an S.C. on top of 1560 kHz but WLM would seem to be WTVB s/off WE&MC. 5/35 to past 6:15, WLRG-1510 blasting in w/1570, so strong at times you could tell their audio is overly compressed. An unbelievable signal for WLM. 5,959 WTNZ-1270 on top w/gospel. MM 11/22 12:05am WJAM-1240 mentioning wx to 11/12 s/off WZC-950, 12/15-12/30 WJAM-1240 w/1570 w/many Ads. This represents a change so change the NW 72 List to show this time a fourth MN. 11/30, WBNR-1590 no announcement TEST plus code 150s apparently start their ID. 11/10 was tye Sanny & cher mx on 600 WCN? If so, I couldn't copy it here - too much LA QRM. 12/26 WJZK-1560 TEST good, no problem. 1590. WZCN-990 still rocking away - a change in skew? I enjoyed meeting everyone at Bob Foxworth's get-together but aren't there any other DXers in this area anymore? 73s

BILL ALIASEKS JR. - 6 Lawrence Avenue - Hopatcong, New Jersey - 07843

200-199-4014! Hi all! It's been ages since I've been around in Musings this past week. I should let you know that I have my own members, a re-introt: JF 26, married w/3 kids, and live just two blocks off Lake Hopatcong, approximately 45 miles W of N.Y.C. After a stagnant period of about 13 years, I'm really back in DX. Present A-M total now at 7275 heard (I was over 100 back in 1967). I'm trying again - hi! Newest catches look this way: 11/30 WBCN-1570 on 1560 kHz, 12/1 1570 on 1560 kHz. Also another long-sought one, WJZK-1590 5135. 11/10 WIRQ-1590 2405, no WJAM/WCN, and finally, my third anniversary present in a DXN-1590 11/21 @ 4:46, looking for them 13 years, hi! I'd better go in closing. I owe letters and I wish to thank all friends in this fantastic hobby the happiest days of the week.

STN MOWES - Route 3 - Framingham, Massachusetts - 01530

Greeting all. This will be in the latest DX: 11/8-15 WBNR-1590 from Norwich, N.Y. I finally heard w/off 14:445pm; WBNF-1070 @ 514. 11/9 WPTW-1170 s/off 1590 kHz, WYWM-1590 in for easy report on an appealing event. 11/10 WJAM-1110 s/off 4:45pm, then report for WPTW-1200 @ 5 30 w/5s, WBNR-1450 s/off 5 28am, WBNF-1070 @ 4 6f for report, WBNR-1590 s/off 5p, WJAM-1590 s/off 5:30, WBNF-1070 ws/off 5:30, & WBNF-950 s/off 5:30, Tester 1400 kHz, & WBNF-1110 in the course of the morning. That night, WBNF-1590 w/1590 kHz, WBNF-940 s/off w/6 f. 11/15 WBNF-540 s/off 5:13pm, WBNR-1590, WBNF-1070 s/off 5:16, WBNF-1070 s/off 5:30 w/1570 QRM, now. 11/18 WBNR-1200 @ 5 30, WBNR-1590 w/1590 kHz, 11/20-2 WBNR-1590 w/1590 kHz, 11/21 WBNF-1590 w/1590 kHz, & WBNR-1590. That's all for now 73s

JIM FIORIKA - 99 Queens Drive - Darby, Pennsylvania - 19037

Greetings all. This is in the latest IQ: 11/8-15 WJAM-500 from Norwich, N.Y. I finally heard w/off 14:445pm; WBNF-1070 @ 514. 11/9 WPTW-1170 s/off 1590 kHz, WYWM-1590 in for easy report on an appealing event. 11/10 WJAM-1110 s/off 4:45pm, then report for WPTW-1200 @ 5 30 w/5s, WBNR-1450 s/off 5 28am, WBNF-1070 @ 4 6f for report, WBNR-1590 s/off 5p, WJAM-1590 s/off 5:30, WBNR-1070 s/off 5:30, & WBNR-950 s/off 5:30, Tester 1400 kHz, & WBNR-1110 in the course of the morning. That night, WBNR-1590 w/1590 kHz, WBNF-940 s/off w/6 f. 11/15 WBNF-540 s/off 5:13pm, WBNR-1590, WBNF-1070 s/off 5:16, WBNF-1070 s/off 5:30 w/1570 QRM, now. 11/18 WBNR-1200 @ 5 30, WBNR-1590 w/1590 kHz, 11/20-2 WBNR-1590 w/1590 kHz, 11/21 WBNF-1590 w/1590 kHz, & WBNR-1590. That's all for now 73s
WNRW-1380 was on with its usual potent signal & code ID’s 14:40am. WHAT-1340 noted on, so change log, WNN announcer & a couple of station prances. WMG was also there, time 14:45am. 1050 TT @ 11:21 & 11:40 has one old program note, WPNI heard. WCN-1500 way on & has one new 3:11 end card. 1070 had non-stop ex 5:32, to past 3:15. It’s working - who’s this? One v/q int CWR. Many reports out but no voices - did the energy crisis hit typewriters? 73. (Not this one! - HBC)

MIKE COLLINS - Apt. 506 600 Azure Avenue - Hartford, Connecticut - 06105

11:15 WCN-1500 Torrington Conn. changed its calls to WEXG, “Sing Radio.” (HBC, Resp - HBC)

On their show at 11:15am the topic was the new calls. Most people went along with the station’s idea of changing them, just that it was Torrington, but all or none Conn. They also got onto the topic of their nighttime signal & several listeners complained of interference from WPNI. The announcer said their engineers are checking to see whether WIP is off-pattern, & he said that WIP has been IAC in the early morning before he’s on. When in Litchfield about 80 miles away I was surprised how strong WIP & how much they were talking up WPNI’s signal, because WIP is not extremely strong at night in Conn. Like many, WPFI. It’s now impossible to hear WLN-1250 L.I. at my Stratford location. Only a weak WOCR Hartford comes in, w/no WJIA. I called earlier this week wondering if they were off-axis, & they told me one station in Conn. (apparently WPFI) had complained WIL was off-pattern. The announcer who answered the phone said WIL had been brought back to its assigned pattern. It’s amazing there isn’t even a trace of them since it is over water & they are 5,000. A few weekends ago I was in Liberty, N.Y. & I was amazed how weak some of the NY stations were. WOCR & WOR were almost inaudible all day. WHIT was almost off the meter but more on the front of its wave, strongest being WIL-950. WIL-950 was a very evident WHKN under & WJIA-630 all alone. WJHA-540 came in all day as did WOCR-600. Also WJAR-1250 came in all day while WOR-580, much lower on the dial, didn’t. At night, WCBS-880 was so weak & garbled it was lost between WILE & WJAI. WHIT was all on the meter & WJAR was the only clear station on the dial. WYNY-950 came in all the way through Neuburg & E of the Hudson, & didn’t die until almost Danbury, Conn. WIL-1600 is now progressive rock all day & evening. The WJAR seems to be doing a very good job of publishing IN NUM.

WILLIAM M. BLOOM - 2718 Balbock Road - Hillcrest Heights, Maryland - 20031

I finally got the SM-2 here, & it’s certainly performed well. With its nulling capacities, all sorts of good (for me, anyway) QSO’s have been coming in. 10/28 - WIAQ-1410 Am. @ 5:15pam; WFXR-1430 Oct. @ 5:15; WOC-1620 Aug. @ 5:15; WJAR-1250 W.J. @ 6:14pam. 10/29 - WNN-AM @ 5:32; WHKN-1500 Ther. 10/30 - WKN 950 @ 5:32; WBYI-1450 @ 5:32; WJAR-1250 @ 5:32. WHKN was a very evident WHKN under & WJIA-630 all alone. WJHA-540 came in all day as did WOCR-600. Also WJAR-1250 came in all day while WOR-580, much lower on the dial, didn’t. At night, WCBS-880 was so weak & garbled it was lost between WILE & WJAI. WHIT was all on the meter & WJAR was the only clear station on the dial. WYNY-950 came in all the way through Neuburg & E of the Hudson, & didn’t die until almost Danbury, Conn. WIL-1600 is now progressive rock all day & evening. The WJAR seems to be doing a very good job of publishing IN NUM. 73-

DAVID KABLE - 22947 Walden - Wickliffe, Ohio - 44092

In my last Miss, I said I could get one new member of the 90 we nee. I was wrong; I can get two! Yes, Peter Reid of Hudson O. will be joining soon or now. So will John Nelly of Wickliffe (if he likes it or not, but he will). That J.C. Whitney car parts mail order catalog has 1953 Chevy car radios, AM or FM. I might get one or two for additions for my antique radio collection. Sounds far out! Are there any solid oldie stations on AM? I don’t have one yet, but a locality FM in Cleveland plays all oldies, no Top 40, just anything from 1950 to last month. Far out! I enjoy them compared to CKM. 73-

ALAN MERRIMAN - Box 6 - Fairfax, Virginia - 22030

Here is the Musing I promised. It’s been a while since I’ve been in these pages but now has been happening DX-wise around here until the last week or so. Things have definitely picked up though. According to Pelham -1732, Genoa-1754, VYLL-1769 R. America-1805 WMJ WCN WMJ WAD WOC WKN WHK WOR WAC WKN WMJ WHK & KHM. Here’s what’s been heard: 8/14 - WADD-1560 W/AM @ 12:47. 8/27 - WADD-1560 ET/06 TH 12:33; 9/16 - WAD-1560 on top at 6:16am. 9/19 - R. America-1805 fairly good signal on first (and so far, only) day at 3:12pm. 10/1 - WADD-1560 on top on W59TH on CB. 10/5 - WPAR-1540 on top one minute later 6:16pm, right after local WDK. 11/2 WJNY-1060 on top on W59TH. 11/3 - Early afternoon skip from Pa, say WLEX-1350 on top of normally dormant WFLS 11/3. WJNY-1570 to 3pm s/off, one I’ve ignored for a long time. WADD-1560 to 3pm s/off @ 5:15. 11/29 - Afternoon skip continues. WLEX-1570 on top on W59TH s/off 3pm; WOC-1620 WJNY-1570 on top at 3:57pm, s/off at 3:57pm, normal WOC s/off. WOC-1620 WJNY-1570 on top at 3:57pm, strong but very unstable signal. WOC-1620 surprisingly strong w/cf, 400 Hz on at 8:15/30 to 20:15/30 when they signed off. This one is 10,000w, not 1,000 as listed in ABC log. WHKN-1250 good w/STAR CD @ 215 for the first new Canadians in ages. That’s it. I hope to be more active in the coming months. I’ll try to Muse regularly. Maybe the energy crisis will get some of the ANers off & we can keep on like the good old days. 73-

BOB MANN - 430 West 39th Place - Hialeah, Florida - 33012

Not too bad much in my Mansions this week but I thought I’d write anyway with a bit of mid-amiss-basis. KHJX-570 y/w a hir- 

ly readable signal but nullled out by WFLS. CFKX-1370 w/a strong signal later overlapped by WJHA, local. The ECEI-Radio-1250 w/a strong readable signal only to be blasted over by several w/sea stations! I listened to part of as Okie F6 game on WOC-680 but they drifted away & the only other signal on 1250 was 10-15 to 11:20 pm. They were nullled out by WOC-680 & WJNR-880. It seems that even though their signal wasn’t too sharp or too long - they were effectively nullled by WOC-680 & W. Bellze (they must have power - the signal has sure jumped on the db meter, hi). I hope we have more time in the ensuing weak to IX again.

BILL STONE - RR 1 - Locust Hill, Ontario

WBNR tests very often - shows up here WBNR after last, 8-9 plus. I have heard test at least five times since 9/11. I wish every Q would write it up a la Chris Lucas - nice reading. Welcome, Pierre Tremblay. Where is God’s Harrows - on lake or river? Latest National Geographic Canadian map shows both. Two heart does give me light 9/15 & I immediately wrote Ross. Doc Simmons said CK7/72 but this was before tickers problem. Roy was land lines near 9-10am 11/23? There was my 600 directional EMB hazed, lying on ground. Iads pooping - at my place, line I took out - broke wire. It’s getting back this AM. 11/24. I’ve known him for ten years - no problem. Good to read of so many old timers still at dials. Any of Toronto gang, reach me 294-3902, not after 8:30pm. Club has a lot of liveswires in Fla. land. Dreams realized - directional antennas has cut CHX-1050 out - maybe some 1050 DX now. WFLS-1650-TEST coming through without issue. Above 2154-1515. Good to see you great guys! Saw you in Mo., Alan in Ky., What happened to WARR’s Star? Anyone needing W. Macaibo, YH-240, cinch @ 4/15, then CEQ take over. CBC carrier hits 4:30 seven days a week so any DX on 740 is before 5pm. Same on 660, both XMs in same place. I’ll be concentrating on CA & SA stations. Wife & son have just given me my Christmas present. I will be the evening watch by middle of have week. Anyone needing WJQ, s/off, on 5am, off 9am, same frequency here. KXZM-1000 c/t 2155 -2300 on 11/19 nicely covered by too SS on 93. I’m hoping energy shortage will reduce a lot of DX stations QRM-time will tell. Monitoring 750 this AM. 1, R. Centenerio on Guayqui. 2- R. Atenas, C.N. 3- Occasionally WBNR’s frequency has been which distresses SS stations. R. Centenerio gave me 440 between 4 & 6am, very clear male announcer.

* KEEP THOSE MUSINGS COMING, FOLKS! BUT REMEMBER, NO PERSONAL MESSAGES! *
MEMO

KEN GYORDI - 12234 Page Court, Blue Island, Illinois - 60406

Got a lot on my chest! After my last meal I finished last Sunday afternoon, 11/18, KJRA-1050 Tex. w/usual US religious program 612-645 s/off. I had the on-air time 1658-1700 last week, same time. 10/25, 6120 ID on KCQR still had announcement of "Serving the Stateline and parts of Mexico" as they've had for quite a while. Local WAT-520 seems to have the worst s/off. They hardly let you know what they are. Present s/off is 6120. While walking to gas station for milk/10 @ 10:10 I caught r/r, female ID of KERO-800, first time in quite a while, very nice. Around same night I caught Fr. Anthony on Philadelphia or Pittsburgh commercial calendar. I mailed W2G @ 1215 to catch "The Commercial Calendar" Miss @ 6120, not 10000/500 14. In KTVZ @ 1150 10000 15/11 6120. 10/25 despite recent offer, PSD-550 Mo. on past w/talk program. Other tests 11/25, WMC-620, no sign, WPLM too strong. Nothing clear enough in WMA-V650 was Beta-Universal. I called "W6-400" and they said "W6-400" they were glad to hear from me. I will send for WPLM. And finally W9-580 might have had ID, but regular was a bit too strong for possible verification till 1:25, then bed. That's it for now. I will close now @ 1113pm Mon. night. I hope it makes it by Thursday, ERC. (It did just 4 a.m. Ken, some of those abbreviations you use even stump me, "the abbreviated thing", it = 1050). 

ENRIKO COOPER - 148 East 21 St. - Carrier Route 56 - Brooklyn, N.Y. - 11205

A nice large WQX from KLK-950, Omaha, for Colombo this year. We had a very enjoyable while but there was a hot on the low side of 8500, bothering WUI/VCR/MUR/MIW. No one knew what caused it. Well, no hardies, old ERC has found out what it is - it's not one of those off-frequency - it's not a Local but a high. The airwaves - it's WQX! Yes - they have a signal on about 1575,3 and also on 1400-1750 kHz, which I did EM 11/24 with a talk, then stereo classical, Morse, and positively pleasant, but the hot suddenly went off @ 1115. I quickly zipped to 1550 and found WQX was off, but right back on again, then back to 1600, and was the hot & weak signal, about S-6, bothering WUI/P, upon when I decided. I might as well take a log as long as I was feeding around on their frequency. I sent a card to WQX about it & also mentioned it to thus far unfriendly WUI/P who now has three reports and have made the station from here. Encouraged, I tuned to 1310 and wow - a new one - much wanted WPW, Parsippany-Fly Mills was second only to semi-local WATL, and a report taken, 1114-1210am. WUI @ 1115. None of the TWSTs heard here. TWR on 1320 @ 2140, Who? an OC-TWR on 1330 dropped an ID in between WUI @ 2150 or so, not caught, and no tape recorder, so it is lost in the annals of time. CQMO-RV cluttering that here-toms clear spot w/WS. Locals WNF-1570 @ WBN-1010 off. A log (third) on R. Calendar-2000 of WUI/R at 1540. Remember, S5-casuals, Venezuelans often s/on very early during Advent season - get 'em before we go on permanent EMT, if we haven't already by the time you read this. R. Paradise-1920 seems to s/o on 342am or so. Seems they sound better in the evenings than in the early morning. It's that Thanksgiving, and I'm making this observation the radio industry is not about to cut voluntarily the use of power like so many other electricity-users - it'll take legislative...